
Qwest 
421 SW Oak Street 
Suite 810 
Portland, Oregon  97204 
Telephone:  503-242-5623 
Facsimile:   503-242-8589 
E-mail:  Alex.Duarte@qwest.com 
 
Alex M. Duarte 
Corporate Counsel  

May 19, 2006 
Honorable Allan Arlow  
Administrative Law Judge  
Oregon Public Utility Commission 
P. O. Box 2148 
Salem, OR  97308-2148 
 

Re: ARB 671- Courtesy copy of compliant interconnection agreement for review 
 
Dear Judge Arlow: 
 

We have reviewed the Commission’s May 12, 2006 Order No. 06-229 granting 
Universal’s request for a stay of Order No 06-190.  Based on our review of the order, Order No. 
06-229 suspends the parties’ duty to file an interconnection agreement that conforms with the 
Commission’s previous order, Order No. 06-190.  At the same time, we do not read the order as 
prohibiting the filing of a compliant agreement for the Commission or its Staff to begin its 
review of it while the reconsideration request is pending.  Even though Universal has refused to 
sign the agreement, and we understand (and agree) that the Commission will not approve a 
conforming agreement until it has resolved the pending request for reconsideration, Qwest 
nonetheless has prepared a conforming agreement and offers it to the Commission for its review 
of the agreement at this time, if it wishes to do so while the request for reconsideration is 
pending.  Accordingly, Qwest encloses with this letter a copy of the agreement that Qwest 
believes conforms with Order No. 06-190 and that it had previously provided to Universal. 

 
To be clear, Qwest recognizes that the Commission must resolve the pending request for 

reconsideration before it is in a position to give formal approval to any conforming agreement.  
Thus, Qwest is not filing this agreement as a formal filing, as there is currently no duty to do so.  
However, given that the Commission may affirm Order No. 06-190 in its entirety (and this will 
certainly be Qwest's position in its response to Universal’s request for reconsideration that Qwest 
will file on Monday, May 22, 2006), Qwest believes that placing an agreement conforming with 
that order on the record could help facilitate the Commission’s review and final approval of the 
interconnection agreement once the reconsideration request is resolved.  Qwest is understandably 
concerned about any further unnecessary delays that may result from the pending request for 
reconsideration.  Thus, Qwest wants to make clear that the attached copy of the conforming 
agreement is simply for the Commission’s (or its Staff’s) convenience and possible review if the 
Commission or Staff deem it appropriate or expedient under the circumstances.  

 
On another matter, Qwest would like to go on record to say that its May 12, 2006 letter 

was not intended to suggest that Qwest had any intent not to abide by any agreement or order, or 
that Qwest intended to violate any agreement or order.  (See Order No. 06-229, p. 2 (last 
paragraph).)  The only purpose for the May 12th letter was simply to assure the Commission and 
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Universal that until the Commission had approved a final agreement (which, given the pending 
request for reconsideration, would clearly not have occurred by the original May 19, 2006 
compliant agreement filing date), Qwest did not intend to disconnect or otherwise interfere with 
any services to Universal.  Qwest was compelled to send that letter because Universal’s request 
for a stay had requested that the Commission grant a stay by May 12, 2006 (only five business 
days after Universal had filed its request), and Universal further threatened to file for a 
preliminary injunction with the federal court if the Commission did not issue a stay by May 12th.  
Thus, Qwest simply wanted to assure the Commission that it had no intention to interfere with 
Universal’s service while the request for reconsideration was pending.  
 

Thank you for your attention to this matter.   
 

Very truly yours, 

 
 
Alex M. Duarte 

Encl. 
 
cc: John Dodge, Esq. (via email) 
 K.C. Halm, Esq. (via email) 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































